The Women's International League for Peace
and Freedom
will sponsor an International Seminar of Indigenous Women of the
Americas onJune 28-30, 1992 in Santa Cruz, Bolivia.This
meeting will serve as a tribute to Indian women,
to
support the right to life, territory, culture and political
participation of indigenous people.
The seminar will be held in preparation for
the WILPF XXV International Congress which
will be held in Santa Cruz, Bolivia on July 1-6
and will culminate in the signing of a "Peace
and Justice Treaty among
e Women of the
•
II
mer1cas.
The WILPF is an international organization
which seeks to unite women all over the world
an effort to work towards peace and human
rights.
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America is a
nine month
in solidarity and support of
indigenous peoples'
years of
for their cultures and lands. The Walk is one
many events aimed at changing the
structive and environme
disastrous
course of this country. The
began on
January 31, 1
at the United Nations in
New York City.
walk will continue the
3,000 mile journey, ending at the Nuclear
Test Site on Western Shoshone land on October 1
1
with a massive non-violent
demonstration. The
marchers
II be
passing through
Philadelphia Pennsylvania,
shington DC, Columbus Ohio, Indianapolis Indiana, St. louis
Missouri,
leavenworth
Kansas, Colorado Springs
Colorado, Albuquerque
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Mexico, Big
ountain
Arizona,
avasupa1
land
rizona,andlas
Vegas
Nevada. The entire route, once indigenous peoples land, is
now littered with the broken promises of
treaties signed by the US government. Native
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speakers, demonstrations, and workshops
are planned along
route bring attention
to these struggles. Between 150 and 300
participants are currently walking. Everyone
is invited to walk with the group for a day, a
or the
those unable to
participate in this way,
supporting
another walker or contributing funds for an
indigenous speaker, equipment, or medical
assistance.

Other 1
~ Spiritual Gathering

activities include:
Big Mountain, Arizona,

USA, June, 1992.
~ In October of

1
there will be the Second
Continental Conference: 500 Years Indian
Resistance in Panama
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